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Letter from the Editor
Jennifer Schroeder, SESA Deafblind Specialist
Happy Rare Disease Month!
Well, if I had my way, it would not be Rare Disease Month,
it would be Rare Disabilities Month. I don't like the word
"disease" because of the negative connotation; a disease
sounds like something bad that you want to get rid of where
a disability is something that may have limitations, but isn't
innately something you want to get rid of.
This month, the Special Education Service Agency Deafblind
Project was able to host a day for families, children, and staff
to come together and learn from one another. It was a great
day, where children and adults with disabilities, their
families, and school/ILP staff could get together and talk,
learn about vision, and learn about hearing. All of the kids,
and some of the adults, had a disability that is currently on
the "rare disease" list. Having met these people and seen the
positive effects they have on their friends and family, I just
can't think of any of them as having a disease.
So, from me, it is Happy Rare Disability Month! A month to
celebrate those special and wonderful individuals that touch
our lives daily.

Pictured: Jennifer Schroeder, Krista Howell (Valdez City Schools),
Joetta Wolff (Dillingham City Schools) (standing) Seated in front:
Craig Holmes, Remi, Aliya, Hunter, Pearl Navarro, Avery (CHARGE);
Christie Baert, Nichodemus, Athena, Quentin Baert, Uriah
(Dystonia/CP/CVI/Auditory Neuropothy); Dena Luschinger (Mat-su
Valley ILP) Back Row: (seated) Tara (Cri du Chat), Bethany
(CHARGE), Shari Gettinger; John Conrad (Deafblind Teacher
Dillingham City Schools), JD Solis, Victor Solis, Jonathan (Baraitser
Winter Syndrome); Colleen Balam (Copper River School District),
Dae'jon (Deafblind), Mary Martin, April, Terry Martin

The Language of Play - When No Words Are Needed
It is heartbreaking to me when I hear parents talk about how
their children are sometimes negatively perceived. During
our family day, I heard from one mother who has to protect
her child from the children that call her a monster. I also
heard from another mother about the doctor that said her
son would ruin the family and should be put into an
institution. After hearing that, it was so exciting to see the
kids interacting and playing together. For some, that meant
playing in the proximity of others. For some, it meant
actively being engaged with each other. But for everyone, it

meant smiles and having a good time! It really didn't matter
that the kids could not all talk to one another, or hear one
another, PLAYING was the language of the day and it was
one filled with smiles and togetherness!

Avery and Bethany sat with
Pearl (Avery's Mom) and
shared turns on the iPad.

Avery and Athena enjoyed a
noisy toy while Uriah was busy
exploring.

This noisy toy captured almost
everyone's attention!

Even when the kids were playing on their own, they were
able to be among the other kids, finding a toy that was
visually, auditorally, and tactiley stimulating. It was great to
see how after one child would play with a toy, it would peak
someone else's interest and they would want a turn.

First, Avery played with the
adapted musical toy...

This is a toy that Bethany has
at home and she wanted a
turn!

Then, Uriah took a turn with it!

Jona found a book that he felt
really interesting.

What No One Tells You About Having A Child Who Is
Deafblind Or, what you can learn from those who
understand and share your experience
One of the great things about bringing families together is
the feeling that you are in a room where everyone just "gets"
what it is like for your family. You are with people who have
been through the same experiences you are going through,
who speak the same language, and who can answer some of
those questions that come up on a day to day basis.
For support staff and teachers, being a part of this type of
group can add another layer to current knowledge. Learning
can come from the presenters, from the other families, or

even from watching the family you work with interact with
others. Being a part of this group, and learning the language
spoken, is a privilege, as every child and every adult in the
room was able to offer something important to the group.
"Hi my name is Victor Solis.
This work shop was a one of
a kind opportunity for us
parents to explore and
experience the many things
that are out there for the
deaf and blind. We got to
check out some texture
books that I think my son
would benefit from. The
expression on his face when he slid his hands through the
pages was priceless. Thank you."
"I appreciated practical tips
and ideas from
knowledgeable presenters.
The family I visit and I
were so excited as we
started to envision learning
opportunities - I think we
all have big dreams for
where our guy is going, but
not a whole lot of ideas
about how we're going to get there. I especially
appreciated individualized feedback from presenters.
It was also wonderful to meet and interact with other
families. One of my favorite moments was watching the
little boy I visit meet the mother of another little boy with
similar needs . . . her face registered such joy in their

interaction, as did his. It was clear that she "got" him and
he "got" her. A beautiful moment."-Dena Luchsinger
"Our team attended the
Tuesday, February 6, 2019
Deaf/Blind Workshop for
Educators, professionals and
families
at
the
Egan
Convention
Center
in
Anchorage. It was wonderful
to meet the families of
children who experience deaf/blind disabilities and learn of
their stories. It was also wonderful to hear presentations
from SESA Staff that covered Deaf/Blindness, Hard-ofHearing and Vision definitions, issues and services.
This workshop was an excellent way for families to connect
with professionals from around the state. The opportunity for
people to share ideas, stories, and services that have helped
or are continuing to help them was informative and
imperative for these service providers to continue to find new
ways to enhance the service they provide. It appeared to be
helpful, even inspirational to have present at this workshop
the only professional educator in the State of Alaska who
experiences a dual sensory impairment to be able to share
his experiences first hand.
Although for some educators who attended deaf/blindness is
not their field or expertise, it is still an excellent opportunity
for those professionals to learn about the different types and
scopes of related service providers throughout the state. It
is definitely a workshop worth attending and it would be
recommended for others in the future to also attend. Dillingham City School District Team: Joetta Wolff, Bridget
Berge, Liz Clark, John Conrad

Thank You to Angel Black and Olivia Yancey
Angel Black, TVI, MD Specialist, VI Specialist
Olivia Yancey, TOD, DHOH Specialist
It was great to have professionals in the fields of vision and
hearing come to talk to everyone. Both Olivia and Angel have
a wide range of knowledge in their fields, and they were able
to answer questions (some that weren't even asked!) and
present information in a way that was accessible to
everyone. Getting information on both vision and hearing
that is factual, and explores multiple options (braille, large
print, ASL, oral/aural, etc.), is helpful for staff and families
alike.

As Angel presented, one of
the kids, Dae'Jon, used his
eyes to indicate he wanted to
be closer so he could see.

Dae'jon came with his
Grandma, Great Aunt, and
Cousin.

Olivia has the entire group take a
spelling test with a mild hearing
impairment - it was really hard!

SESA Lending Library
The Alaska State Deaf-Blind Project is just one of the services
offered by Special Education Service Agency (SESA). SESA
has a library full of books and materials that can be accessed
by families and school districts across the state. Please
contact Anne Freitag, Librarian, to learn more, or visit
the SESA library website.
Anne Freitag: afreitag@sesa.org (907) 334-1301
Just for Fun!

Books and Staff Resources
The SESA library has a variety of books and video materials
discussing home and family life with children who are
Deafblind. Some examples are:
DVDs:

Project SPARKLE
Parent
Guidebook:
Supporting
Parent Access to
Resources,
Knowledge,
Linkages, &
Education

DISH: Deafblind
Intervention
Atrategies for the
Home : A
Resource for
Parents of
Children with
Deafblindness

Power of the
Heart:
A Parent
Involvement
Story
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